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Abstract 
Most primal minimum cost network flow (MCNF) algorithms can be seen as variants on 
cancelling negative augmenting cycles. The analogous view of dual MCNF algorithms is that 
they cancel positive augmenting cuts. In a companion paper we show that if a dual algorithm 
chooses to cancel cuts which have the greatest rate of increase in dual objective value per arc, 
which are called maximum mean cuts, a strongly polynomial algorithm results. However, this 
result depends on being able to compute maximum mean cuts in polynomial time. In this paper 
we present an efficient parametric algorithm that computes maximum mean cuts by doing 
O(min{n,log(nU)/(l + loglog - loglogn)}) min cut calculations (these bounds are due to 
Radzik (1992)) where U is the largest absolute arc capacity. 
1. Introduction 
It is well-known that cuts and cycles are dual objects in directed graphs. In the 
context of finding minimum cost networkflows (MCNF), it has long been known that 
pushing flows around (cancelling) augmenting cycles with net negative cost is a para- 
digm for primal algorithms (see e.g. [21]). Recently, Goldberg and Tarjan [Ill] have 
discovered that if an algorithm chooses cycles whose average cost per arc is minimum, 
so-called minimum mean cycles, a strongly polynomial (polynomial solely in the 
number of arcs m, and the number of nodes n) MCNF algorithm results. In that paper 
they were able to draw upon several previous papers that had studied algorithms for 
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efficiently computing minimum mean cycles [4, 19, 20, 251, which arose in some 
applications independent of MCNF previous to Goldberg and Tarjan’s work. 
In a companion paper [7] we have produced a dual version of Goldberg and 
Tarjan’s Minimum Mean Cycle Cancelling algorithm. Our algorithm cancels maximum 
mean cuts, i.e., cuts whose average rate of positive contribution per arc to the dual 
MCNF objective function is maximum. Unfortunately, we were not able to discover 
any pre-existing results on computing maximum mean cuts (we missed the fact that 
Megiddo [26] contains a strongly polynomial algorithm that easily adapts for 
computing max mean cuts), so here we develop a strongly polynomial algorithm to do 
so, called the Parametric Maximum Mean Cut (PMMC) algorithm. (However, sub- 
sequent to our paper Iwano et al. [lS] and Radzik [30] produced other algorithms for 
computing maximum mean cuts.) The heart of this paper is the presentation and 
analysis of PMMC. 
There are three reasons to be interested in computing maximum mean cuts. The 
first, and most important, is that it is a crucial subroutine in the Maximum Mean Cut 
Cancelling algorithm. Second, it is theoretically interesting to see to what extent the 
concepts surrounding minimum mean cycles dualize. Third, there is a possible area of 
application for finding maximum mean cuts which is independent of MCNF, which 
we explain in Section 2. 
We define the notions that we shall need in Section 2, in particular the notion of the 
value of a cut, and a maximum mean cut. Section 3 develops the theory that we will 
need for the algorithms: Section 3.1 shows the relationship between positive-valued 
cuts and dual improving directions in MCNF (our primary motivation for this work), 
Section 3.2 presents the Phase I Min Cut algorithm for finding if an MCNF network 
has a feasible solution and shows that it produces most positive cuts, and Section 3.3 
defines and analyzes the parametric network that is used in PMMC, which also yields 
a theorem characterizing when a cut is a maximum mean cut. 
We are then ready to present our maximum cut algorithms in Section 4. PMMC is 
described and analyzed in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents another maximum mean 
cut algorithm, the Ad-Hoc algorithm, which would seem to be a reasonable contender 
based on the results in Section 3.3. However, we also present an example in Section 4.2 
that shows that Ad-Hoc may not even terminate in a finite number of iterations. 
Finally, Section 5 concludes by comparing some of the strong and weak points of 
different algorithms that have been proposed for computing maximum mean cuts. It 
also raises some theoretical questions. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let ZB = (N, A) be a directed graph with nodes N (I N( = n), and arcs A (I.41 = m). 
We denote an arc from node i to node j by i -+ j. We are also given costs c E IW*, lower 
and upper bounds - 1, u E (R u ( + NJ}}” on each arc with 1~ u, and demands d E RN 
at each node that satisfy e*d = 0 (a negative demand is a supply). 
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If S, Tc N form a nontrivial partition of N(i.e., S, T # 8, S n T = 0, and S u T = N), 
then we define (S, T), the cut determined S and T, by 
(S, T) = {i+j~Ali~S andjET}. 
We also define {S, T} = (S, T) u (T, S). The value of (S, T) is 
V(S, T) = C lij - 1 Uij + C di (1) 
i*je(S, T) i+je(T, S) ieS 
(see below, and Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for various motivations of this definition). A cut is 
positive if V(S, T) > 0, and is most positive if it maximizes V(S, T) over all cuts. The 
mean value of cut (S, T) is v(S, T) = V(S, T)/I {S, T} 1. We assume that 9 is connected 
so that 1 {S, T> 1 is always at least 1. A cut is a maximum mean cut if it solves 
max v(S, T). 
6% T) 
Other, different, notions of “mean value” exist: Hassin [ 151 divides instead by (S 1 to 
get node-wise mean value (our mean values here are arc-wise). Hassin shows that 
cancelling maximum node-wise mean cuts leads to an MCNF algorithm that has 
exponential worst-case. (This is unfortunate since node-wise maximum mean cuts can 
be computed in only a constant factor more than the time for one max flow using the 
methods of Gallo, Grigoriadis and Tarjan (GGT) [S].) Barahona [3] considers 
undirected graphs with a single capacity on each arc and gives a parametric algorithm 
for computing maximum mean cuts for graphs not contractable to K, (the problem is 
NP-hard for general graphs). Finally, Ervolina [6] considers single-sided maximum 
mean cuts (our mean values here are double-sided), which divide by only a subset of 
{S, T). These can be shown also to lead to strongly polynomial algorithms for 
MCNF, and can be computed by algorithms similar to the ones in this paper. Our 
notion of mean value should therefore be called directed arc-wise double-sided mean 
value, but since this is the only place where we consider other notions we will 
subsequently use just plain “mean value”. 
For all of our applications we are interested in maximum mean cuts only when at 
least one cut is positive, so that 
p = max v(S, T) 
G, T) 
is positive. We thus interpret the “maximum mean cut problem” to mean “either 
prove that all cuts are nonpositive, or else find a maximum mean cut”. 
To get some intuition about maximum mean cuts, consider this fanciful application 
of them. It is along the same lines as the “ship routing” interpretation of minimum 
mean cycles in [4]. 
Suppose that d = 0, and the nodes of 9 are small manufacturing plants that supply 
each other with various parts which are shipped by trucks over the arcs. Interpret 
lij (resp. Uij) as the minimum (maximum) expected profit to i of a shipment to j 
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(i.e.,j pays i some amount between lij and uij). Assume that each arc is equally likely to 
be used by a truck on any given day. 
Now you want to buy some subset S of the plants (and not buy subset T = $). 
Shipments between nodes in S no longer generate any profits since the nodes belong 
to the same company; your profit depends only on shipments between S and T. Thus 
your minimum expected profit per day from a set S is proportional to v(S, T). 
Therefore, you will be interested in computing a maximum mean cut in 9. 
For purposes of computational complexity, we define. 
U = max max di, max ITlaX{IUij(,IlijI} 
iEN i+jeA 
(where the maximum is taken over only the finite-valued bounds). Following Cl], we 
sometimes state time bounds under the similarity assumption, which is that log(U) is 
O(log n), i.e., that bounds are at most a fixed power of ~1. This assumption often makes 
sense in practice, and leads to lower asymptotic running times. 
To help state time bounds, we denote the running time of the fastest min cut 
algorithm applied to an instance with m arcs and n nodes by MC(m, n). Certainly 
MC(m, n) is bounded above by MF(m, n), the time to compute a max flow, and the 
fastest known general strongly polynomial max flow algorithm is due to Goldberg 
and Tarjan [lo] which runs in O(nmlog(n’/m)). The fastest known polynomial 
max flow algorithm is due to Ahuja, Orlin and Tarjan [2] and runs in 
O[nmlog((nJlogU/m) + 2)] t’ lme, which is at most O(mn log log n) under the sim- 
ilarity assumption. See [l] for an extensive discussion on these and other algorithms 
for max flow. However, recently Nagamochi and Ibaraki [28] developed a new 
algorithm for finding “unrestricted” min cuts (i.e., not restricted to separating a fixed 
source-sink pair of nodes) in undirected networks that runs in O(mn + n2 log n) time, 
which is faster in most cases than the corresponding max flow algorithm. This makes 
us wary that someone may come up with a faster min cut algorithm for max flow, so 
we state our bounds in terms of min cuts. 
3. Theoretical background for Maximum Mean Cuts 
3.1. Positive cuts are improving directions in dual MCNF 
A second motivation for (l), and our original reason for considering the value of 
cuts, comes from dual algorithms for MCNF. The primal MCNF problem is 
(P) min +%, cijxij 
s.t. jFN Xji - jFN Xij = di, iE N, (2) 
lij < Xij d Uij, i+jEA. (3) 
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We shall be considering x’s that violate the bounds (3). In order to clearly 
distinguish whether we are requiring (3) to be satisfied, we shall (rigorously) call x E [WA 
a circulation if only (2) is required, and a bounded circulation if both (2) and (3) are 
required. When 9 has a bounded circulation we call 9 feasible. 
Given a vector of dual variables (or node potentials) n E RN, we can define the 
network 9 with modijed bounds 1” and un defined by: 
> 0 then lrj = ~rj = lij, 
if Fi"j S 7Ci + Cij - jtrj is 
i 
= 0 then lyj = lij, u:j = Uij, 
< 0 then l~j = U~j = Uij. 
The following theorem is well known. 
(4) 
Theorem 3.1. Variables rc are dual optimal to (P) if and only if network 9% is feasible. 
Suppose that ?I is not optimal and we try to adjust rc along cut (S, T) by setting 
7.r; = 
i 
Xi + E if iES, 
ni if icT. 
Then it can be shown (see [7,14]) that for small E the dual objective function changes 
by E 9 V(S, T), where the value is taken w.r.t. 9%. This shows that a positive cut in 9% is 
an improving direction in the dual; in fact it is true (see [14]) that a feasible x is 
optimal for the dual if and only if 9% has no positive cuts. 
3.2. Deciding MCNFfeasibility leads to most positive cuts 
One final motivation for the definition of V(S, T) in (1) comes from using min cut to 
find out if an MCNF problem has a bounded circulation (is feasible). This min cut 
algorithm will be an integral part of both maximum mean cut algorithms that we 
develop later, and it will give us a way to compute most positive cuts. 
Here is a well-known way (see [l]) to use min cut to find out whether a bounded 
circulation exists, which we call the Phase I Min Cut algorithm: Pick any x0 satisfying 
1 d x0 6 u, and compute the excess at each node i by 
SO that ei measures how much (2) is violated at node i. Define P = {in N \ei > 0) and 
M = (iEN(ei < 0). Note that 
since xi di = 0. 
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Now construct max flow network 9’ as having nodes in N together with a new 
source s and a new sink t. For each arc i -+ j E A, ~3~ has an arc i + j with capacity 
Uij - X~j, and an arc j -+ i with capacity Xi”i - lij. Finally, each i E P has an arc s + i 
with capacity + ei, and each je M has an arc j -+ t with capacity - ej. We then 
compute a min s, t cut (i.e., a cut separating s from t) in 9’. 
To show how min cuts in g1 relate to feasibility of 9 we need to see how cuts in the 
two networks are related. If (S’, T’) is any s, t cut in g’, define S = S’\(s) and 
T = T’\ {t}. This is clearly a bijection between nontrivial s, t cuts (i.e., cuts with 
S’ # {s) and T’ # {t}) in .Q?I and cuts in 9. The next lemma shows how V(S, T) relates 
these corresponding cuts. 
Lemma 3.2. cap(S’, T’) = Ciepei - V(T, S). 
Proof. From the definitions, 
CLZp(S’, T’) = C ei + 1 (Uij - XFj) + C (Xpj - lij) - C et. (7) 
isTnP i+jo(S, T) i-+jE(T, S) ieSnM 
It is easy to see from (5) that 
i,,Cnp ei + i,,Cn, ei = i5T ei = C x?j - C w 
i*js(S, T) i+je(T, S) 
xFj - zT di. 
Putting (7) and (8) together and using (6) yields 
cap(S’, T’) = 1 Uij - 
C 
i*js(S, T) i+je(T, S) 
lij - 1 ei - i,,Cn, ei - C di 
ifTnM isT 
= is ei - UT, S). 0 
This yields a quick proof of a classic theorem in networks. 
Theorem 3.3 (Hoffman’s circulation theorem [16]). There is a bounded circulation in 
9 if and only if there are no positive cuts in 9. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.2, V(T, S) d 0 for all (T, S) in $% is equivalent o saying that 
Ctlp(S’, T’) 2 1 f?i 
icP 
(9) 
for all s, t cuts (S’, T’) in $8’. Now the Max Flow/Min Cut theorem says that (9) is 
equivalent o there being a flow saturating s in gl, i.e., that 9 is feasible. q 
Now the computed min cut (S*, r*) in gr will fall into one of two cases: 
It may happen that cap(S*, r*) = CieP e,, i.e., that ({s),N u {t}) is a min cut. In this 
case Lemma 3.2 shows that all cuts in $B must be nonpositive, and then Theorem 3.3 
shows that 9 must be feasible. 
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Otherwise, cap@*, r*) < CieP ei. Then Lemma 3.2 shows that when (S*, T*) is con- 
verted to a cut in 9 it becomes a positive cut, and so by Theorem 3.3,9 is not feasible. 
Therefore Phase I Min Cut correctly determines the feasibility of ZB in O(MC(m, n)) 
time. Phase I Min Cut can be slightly extended to Phase I Max Flow, where we 
compute a max flow in g1 as well as a min cut. Phase I Max Flow will be useful in 
Section 4.2, and will be needed in case we want to find a circulation which is 
complementary slack to a max mean cut (a tight circulation, which is necessary in one 
of the algorithms in [7]). 
This also shows that V(S, T)‘s definition makes sense from the point of view of 
verifying feasibility of 9. It is no coincidence that the same definition of V(S, T) arises 
in both 3” and 9’. The Primal-Dual algorithm (see [S]) shows that objects proving 
infeasibility (such as positive cuts in Hoffman’s circulation theorem) are equivalent to 
improving directions. Network 9’ is essentially the restricted primal problem for 
MCNF in the Primal-Dual context (see [6]). We also get a corollary that will be 
useful later: 
Corollary 3.4. If 9 is not feasible and (s’, T’) is a min cut in LB’, then (T, S) is a most 
positive cut in 9. 
Proof. Since CieP ej is a constant, Lemma 3.2 says that minimizing cap(S’, T’) maxi- 
mizes V(T, S). 0 
This result is a bit surprising since the dual problem of computing a most negative 
cycle is NP-complete (see [9]). Thus cuts and cycles are not completely symmetric. In 
this vein, we shall see later that, although a minimum mean cycle can be computed by 
a single shortest path computation (see [19]), computing a maximum mean cut seems 
to need more than one min cut computation. 
Corollary 3.4 shows that we can compute a most positive cut in O(MC(m, n)) time. 
This will be an important subroutine for PMMC in Section 4. Hassin [13, 141 has 
a different method for computing a most positive cut called the Tree Search algorithm, 
which can be implemented to run in O(m) < O(MC(m, n)) time. However, the Tree 
Search algorithm assumes that the set of arcs K = {i +j~ A 1 lij < Uij} contains no 
undirected cycles. This assumption arises fairly naturally in the network JB~ defined in 
Section 2.1. There, l~j = U~j for all arcs with C~j # 0. Then it is easy to see that if 9 has 
what Hassin calls independent costs (no cycle has cost 0) then K will indeed be acyclic 
for any n. 
Hassin mentions the well-known fact that any set of costs can be perturbed so they 
are independent (see [27]), which makes independent costs seem reasonable. How- 
ever, in our application our networks will have lij < Uij for all arcs i + j, so Tree 
Search does not apply here. Thus we will use the Phase I Min Cut algorithm as our 
algorithm for finding most positive cuts. The algorithm’s complexity of O(MC(m, n)) 
is the best possible in general anyway, since ordinary min cut is a special case of most 
positive cut. 
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3.3. The parametric network 
Our maximum mean cut problem is a special case of a class of problems that go by 
the namefractional programming (see [17] or [IS]) in that it involves the maximization 
of a ratio. Indeed, our analysis will largely proceed along well-known lines, except that 
we obtain a novel bound on the number of iterations of our parametric algorithm in 
Lemma 4.2. A general principle of fractional programming is to “Lagrange-ify” the 
denominator and consider the related linearized problem 
;a$VS> 7’) - S.l(S, T}l)> (10) 
where S is a parameter, 6 3 0 (since we are interested only in the case p > 0). 
We need to be able to analyze (10) in both of our algorithms. To this end we define 
the parametric network g(6) as 9 with bounds 
l(S)ij = lij - 6, U(6)ij = Uij + 6. (11) 
It is then clear from (11) and (1) that, if I$(S, T) is the cut value function in g(6), 
V&S, T) = I’(S, T) - S.l{S, T)(. (12) 
Thus if we apply the Phase I Min Cut algorithm to 9((6), it will find a most positive cut 
in 9((6), which will solve (10). 
The parametric network also allows us to define other important concepts. If x is 
any circulation, define 
S(X) = max{O, lTlaX{lij - Xij,Xij - Uij3~, 
i-j 
(13) 
so that 6(x) is the smallest 6 such that x is bounded in g(6). Also define 
6* = min{6(x)l x a circulation}, the smallest 6 such that g(6) is feasible. If 6(x) = S* 
for circulation x, then we say that x is a tight circulation for 9. (Note that in [7] all of 
these definitions are w.r.t. the z defining 9, so that the present “a(x)“, “6*” and “tight 
x” are denoted by “&,ax(~, x)“, “8(7r)” and “x tight for rr” in that paper.) 
The next theorem illuminates the connections between I/*, 6*, maximum mean cuts 
(S, T), and tight x’s that will help us recognize optimality in our algorithms. It is 
essentially the same as Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.4 in [7], so we give it here 
without proof. 
Theorem 3.5. (a) Zf S* > 0, then 6* = v*. 
(b) In 9, (S, T) is a maximum mean cut, x is a tight circulation, and 6 = 6* ifand only 
if x is bounded in g(6) with 
xij = lij - 6 for all i + jE (S, T), and 
Xij = uij + 6 for ~11 i+j~(T, S). (14) 
In particular, (S, T) is a maximum mean cut ifand only iffor 6 = v(S, T) we have that 
s(6) is ji?asible, or, equivalently, $9(S) is feasible and Va(S, T) = 0. 
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4. Maximum Mean Cut algorithms 
We see at least seven possible approaches to find a maximum mean cut. (1) 
Compute one directly (noniteratively) as Karp [19] does for minimum mean cycles. (2) 
Compute one via parametric dual network simplex, as Karp and Orlin [20] do for 
minimum mean cycles. The remaining five approaches are based on Theorem 3.5. We 
could (3) use plain binary search or (4) Megiddo’s parametric search [25,26] to 
squeeze in on V* from both sides at once, or (5) use approximate binary search (as in 
[29]) to squeeze in on v* more efficiently than plain binary search. Alternatively, we 
could (6) find a sequence of cuts with v(SO, 7’,) < @S,, T,) < ... < v(S,, 7’J = V*, 
or (7) a sequence of circulations with 6(x0) > 6(x’) > ... > 8(x4) = 6*. 
We have not been able to make any progress on approach (1). We tried approach 
(2), but have not been able to get a good bound on the number of pivots needed to 
reach optimality, nor found a fast way to identify which new arc will come into the 
basic tree. This is an unpromising route without a breakthrough in dual network 
simplex technology. 
Approaches (3) and (5) have been studied by Iwano et al. [18]. Their plain binary 
search algorithm runs in O(log(nU)MC(m, n)) time, and their approximate binary 
search algorithm runs in O(mn log(nU)) time. A simpler version of their approximate 
binary search algorithm is in McCormick [23]. Approach (4) leads to an 
O(min{n’ log’ n,MC(m, n)} MC(m, n)) algorithm [25,26] that works even for 
weighted problems (see Section 5). 
For approach (6), if we set Sk = p(Sk, Tk), then each g(dk) is infeasible until the last 
one, where V,,(S,, T,) = 0 (by (12)), identifying (S,, r,) as a maximum mean cut by 
Theorem 3.5(b). We call this an exterior approach since L@(6) is infeasible until the last 
step. The PMMC algorithm in Section 4.1 implements the exterior approach. 
For approach (7), with ak = 8(x”), each a(ak) is feasible, but the set of arcs with 
X!j = lij - dk or ~~5 = Uij + dk does not form a cut until the last step, when conditions 
(14) become true for a cut (S, T), which must then be a maximum mean cut by 
Theorem 3.5(b). We call this an interior approach since g(6) is always feasible. The 
Ad-Hoc algorithm in Section 4.2 implements the interior approach. Approaches (3), 
(4) and (5) use both the exterior and interior approaches. 
4.1. The parametric maximum mean cut (PMMC) algorithm 
The PMMC algorithm is a strongly polynomial algorithm that makes 
O(min{n,log(nU)/(l + log log(nU) - loglogn)}) calls to Phase I Min Cut (these are 
Radzik’s bounds [30]). PMMC starts with 6’ = 0 and applies Phase I Min Cut to 
g(6O); if g(6’) is feasible, we stop and report that 6* = 0. Otherwise, we get a most 
positive cut (So, To) in g(6’) with V(S,, To) > 0, so that p(S,, To) > 0. We now 
increase 6 to 6l = v(S,, To) ( v(So, To) is a lower bound on 6* by Theorem 3.5 (a)). 
By (12) V$(So, To) = 0, so we say that we have neutralized (So, To). We now apply 
Phase I Min Cut to 9(6l), and repeat. We continue until we find a G@(dp) which is 
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feasible. Then, since 9(;Sp) is feasible and l&(S,_,, T,_,) = 0 , by Theorem 3.5(b) 
(S, _ 1, T, 1) is a maximum mean cut. At this point we can find a bounded circulation 
in 9(#‘) using one Phase I Max Flow (which doesn’t affect the time bounds) to get 
a tight circulation if desired (the strongly polynomial version of Dual Cancel and 
Tighten in [7] needs a tight circulation). PMMC is a specialization of a generic 
algorithm for fractional programs (see [S], p. 45 or [31]). More formally, PMMC is: 
Parametric Maximum Mean Cut algorithm (PMMC). 
Step 1. Setk=OandSk=O. 
Step 2. Construct parametric network 9(hk) as described in (11). 
Step 3. Apply Phase I Min Cut to 9(sk). If it is feasible then stop; the optimal 
6* = Sk. If k > 0 then (S,_ i, T,_ 1) is a maximum mean cut. Find 
a bounded circulation in 9(dk) using Phase I Max Flow if a tight circula- 
tion is desired. 
Step 4. Since 9(dk) is infeasible, Phase I Min Cut gives us a most positive cut 
- 
(Sk, T,) with l&(Sk, T,) > 0. Set dk+‘:= V(S,, T,). 
Step 5. Set k: = k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
An example of how PMMC works is given at the end of this section. We now analyze 
the running time of PMMC through a series of lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1. Sk is strictly increasing during PMMC. 
Proof. By definition, Sk+’ = v(sk, Tk). But dividing (12) by 1 {S,, Tk} 1 yields that 
v(S,, Tk) = &L(Sk, Tk) + dk. But PMMC ensures that l&(&, Tk) > 0, so the result 
follows. q 
For notational convenience, define: 
vk = v/(sk, Tk), nk = I{sk, Tk>l, uk@) = &(sk, Tk) = vk - dnk. 
Thus vk denotes the value of the most positive cut during iteration k, nk denotes the 
number of arcs in cut (Sk, Tk), uk(8) denotes the value of cut (Sk, T,) in g(6), and 
hk+i = v&k. 
Fig. 1 gives a graph of 6 vs. V(.). Note that for any cut (S, T), V,(S, T) decreases 
linearly as 6 increases, and in particular, the slope at which I/,@, T) decreases is 
l{S, T}I. The graphical interpretation of the strongly polynomial bound in the next 
lemma is that t&(6) must have a steeper slope than uk+ 1 (d), as we see in Fig. 1. 
The next lemma also provides a logarithmic bound (in the case where all bounds are 
integer) for the maximum number of iterations of PMMC. We shall derive this bound 
from the decreasing values of most positive cuts in the networks 9(dk) and the 
decreasing numbers of arcs in most positive cuts. The key idea for the logarithmic 
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value 
A 
vk 
vk+l 
Fig. 1. Graphical plot of value vs. 6. 
vk 
vk+l 
-- 
?ak+l(bk+’ -&“)=(I -Pk)vk(6k) 
-_I__- - 
\ Fk”k(bk) I nk+l(b k-i-1 _ ,jk) 
c 
Fig. 2. Graphical interpretation of bk as defined in the proof of Lemma 4.2. If /Tk is small then ~(6’) 
decreases sharply, otherwise (pk large) nk decreases sharply. 
bound is that a small decrease in uk(sk) at iteration k implies a large decrease in nk, and 
vice versa (see Fig. 2). 
Lemma 4.2. PMMC terminates after at most O(log(nU)) iterations when the bounds 
are integral; PMMC terminates after at most m iterations for any bounds. 
Proof. The value of a most positive cut in 9(ak) iS t&(8’). Define 
bk = 
uk(sk) 
u,_,(6k-1) 
for i = 1,2, . . . 
as the factor by which uk(dk) decreases during iteration k. Now 
uk-l(sk-‘) = Ok-1 - #-I. nkpl and uk_l(sk) = ok-l - 6k’nk_I. 
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Thus 
(dividing is okay by Lemma 4.1). Similarly, 
nk = 
o,(dk ‘) - uk(sk) 
=> nk-l=nk’ 
f&_1(6k-‘) - Uk-l(dk) 
# _ $-1 f&(Jk- ‘) - ok(6k) 
(the denominator here cannot be zero, else nk would be zero). But uk_ i(sk) = 0 since 
cut k - 1 is neutralized by dk, and ~~~~(6~~‘) 2 ~~(8~~‘) since vk-l(6k-‘) is the value 
of a most positive cut in 9(dkm ‘). Therefore 
‘k-l ’ nk’vk_l(~k-‘) _ Uk($y 
= nk.l:k&6k~1)(1 - Pk) = 1-p, 
3 nk d (1 - pk)‘nkml. 
Now since bk > 0 we have that nk_ 1 > nk. Since the nk are integers and no is at most 
m, PMMC can take at most m iterations. 
In any iteration k with & b l/2, nk decreases by a factor of at least l/2. At 
most O(logm) such iterations are necessary to decrease nk from m to 1. If instead 
fik G l/2, then ~~(6~) decreases by at least l/2. With integral bounds, at most 
0(log(m2U)) = O(log(nU)) iterations are necessary to decrease ~~(6~) from its initial 
value of at most mU to its final value of at least l/m (any positive uk(Sk) is at least l/m 
since ok is integral). Therefore in at most log(m) + log(m2Ci) = O(log(nU)) iterations, 
at least one of nk or Uk(dk) reaches its lower bound. 0 
Theorem 4.3. For MCNF with integer bounds, maximum mean cuts can be found in 
O(MC(m, n).min{m, log(nU)}) time. Under the similarity assumption, PMMC takes 
O(logn. MC(m, n)) time, and with real bounds PMMC takes O(m*MC(m, n)) time. 
Proof. Lemma 4.2 implies that O(min{m, log(nU)}) iterations are sufficient for 
PMMC to terminate. Each iteration takes O(MC(m, n)) time calling the Phase I Min 
Cut algorithm. 0 
We say that cuts (S,, T,) and (S,, TZ) cross if all four of the sets Sl n SZ, S1\S2, 
S2\Sl and N\(S, u S,) are nonempty. Many applications that use parametric net- 
work flow (see [S, 121) have the property that the cuts that they generate are 
cross-free. It is easy to see that an algorithm can generate at most n different cross-free 
cuts, which would immediately give an O(n) bound on the number of iterations. 
Furthermore, in these same applications the O(n) max flow problems can be solved in 
only a constant factor more than the time it takes to solve just one max flow problem 
[8,12], which would even further reduce the running time of PMMC. 
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Unfortunately, we now illustrate how PMMC works with an example that shows 
that consecutive cuts arising in PMMC can cross. Let the network $B = g(O) be as in 
Fig. 3, with bounds 1 and u as shown, Note that this is effectively a max flow network 
where we are trying to push 26 units of flow through the return arc. 
Now the min cut in the g1 corresponding to !S(S’) (which is a min cut in the max 
flow network) has So = {s, 1, 3}, so by Corollary 3.4 So = {2,4, t) defines a most 
positive cut in g(6’). We have 
V(So,To)=26-8=18, J{S,,T1}~=9, ~(S,,T,)=18/9=2, 
so 6r = 2. Thus all upper bounds increase by 2 in S?(Jl), and all lower bounds 
decrease by 2 in _?S(6l) (see Fig. 4). 
Now the minimum capacity cut (in the max flow network) has Yr = {s, 1,2), so the 
most positive cut in B(6l) has Sr = {3,4, t}, with 
G(Sr, T,) = 26 - 11 = 15, /{S,, r,}j = 5, v,(S,, T,) = 15/5 = 3, 
0:l 
Fig. 3. The example network 9(6’) for PMMC. Arc numbers represent bounds li,:uEj. 
-2:3 
Fig. 4. The example network 9(6l) for PMMC. 
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so d2 = 3 (Z$(S,, T,) = (24 + (- 2)) - 17 = 5, so &;~1(Si, T,) = 5/5 = 1 = a2 - Sr). 
Thus all upper bounds in 9(6’) increase by 1 in 9(6’), and all lower bounds decrease 
by 1 in 9(6’). It can be checked that 9(S2) is now feasible, so that (S,, T,) is 
a maximum mean cut and 6* = 3. 
Note that (S,, To) and (S,, T, j cross, which shows that in general the cuts found in 
PMMC are not necessarily cross-free. Thus PMMC does not fit into the GGT [S] 
framework. 
However, since the first draft of this paper was circulated, Radzik [30] has done 
a more sophisticated analysis of the arguments in Lemma 4.2 which improves both 
bounds on PMMC. Despite the example of crossing cuts above, Radzik shows that 
PMMC can never take more than O(n) iterations, as well as giving examples showing 
that the O(n) bound can be tight. Radzik improves the weakly polynomial bound 
slightly to O(log(nU)/(l + log log(nU) - loglogn)); this improvement was indepen- 
dently discovered by Rote [32]. Radzik also has a number of other results on variants 
of PMMC with faster running times, including a complicated variant competitive 
with the approximate binary search algorithm in [l&23]. 
4.2. The Ad-Hoc algorithm 
We now present the Ad-Hoc algorithm, which seems like a reasonable implementa- 
tion of an interior algorithm. However, it will turn out that Ad-Hoc does not 
necessarily even terminate in finite time. We present it here nonetheless to warn others 
who are tempted to explore this avenue. It also turns out that Ad-Hoc closely 
resembles our Dual Cancel and Tighten algorithm [7]. 
The idea of Ad-Hoc is to start with any circulation x0 and compute 6(x”) from (13). 
Define M, (resp. Ml) as the set of arcs with xy’ = Uij + 8(x0) (X~j = lij - 8(x”)), i.e., the 
arcs determining 6 at an upper bound (lower bound). We then try to “squeeze” 6 down 
by finding a direction Ax0 that is 
negative for all i + jE M,, and 
positive for all i+ jE Ml. (15) 
Such a direction is guaranteed to exist as long as the set of arcs satisfying one of the 
conditions in (15) does not contain a cut. We use Phase I Max Flow to either find such 
a direction Ax’, or a cut blocking Ax’. Such a cut must be a maximum mean cut by 
Theorem 3.5(b). 
If we do get a direction Ax”, by (15) we have 6(x0 + aAx’) < 6(x0) for sufficiently 
small CI > 0. We use a min ratio test to determine an rx” minimizing 6(x0 + rxAxO), and 
we set x1 = x0 + CX~AX~. We then repeat with x1. 
The running time of one iteration of Ad-Hoc is dominated by the Phase I Max Flow 
call, and so is O(MF(m, n)). (In fact, this part of Ad-Hoc could be done in only O(m) 
time by using the Tree Circulation algorithm from [7].) It is tempting to think that the 
number of iterations of Ad-Hoc is bounded by m since one new arc joins M, or Ml in 
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Fig. 5. The example ad hoc network. Arc numbers represent bounds lij: uij 
each iteration (namely, an arc determining a). However, arcs can also leave M, and 
Ml. In fact, the following example will show that Ad-Hoc does not always terminate in 
even a Jinite number of iterations. 
Consider the network in Fig. 5 with bounds as shown. We start with x0 = 0, which 
has S(x”) = 1, and M, = 0, Ml = (4 + 3, 5 + 6, 7 + S} (the three 4 + 3 arcs will 
always move as a group, so we refer to them collectively; similarly with the three 7 + 8 
arcs). We can now alternately choose Ax0 such that Ax& = Axys = 1, and 
Axg6 = Ax~~,~ = 3; and Ax’ such that Ax’ 43 = Ax& = 1, Axi = 3 and Ax& = - 3. 
Then at iteration k we will have xtg = x$s = 1 - 1/2k, xgg = 1 f 1/2k, and 
s(xk) = 1/2k. The correct solution is that 6* = 0. Thus Ad-Hoc does not terminate for 
this example. 
An iteration of Ad-Hoc bears a strong formal resemblance to the Dual Tighten part 
of Dual Cancel and Tighten in [7]. The major difference is that Dual Tighten can 
simultaneously reduce the gap between xii and its nearest bound for every arc since 
Dual Cancel has made the “admissible graph” strongly connected (see [7] for details), 
which leads to a guarantee that GI 3 6(x)/m. Ad-Hoc reduces the gap of only those arcs 
which determine 6(x), and so enjoys no such bound on CL Thus it is easy to produce 
examples of Ad-Hoc iterations with CI arbitrarily small. 
5. Conclusions and questions 
We have given a good (strongly polynomial) algorithm for finding a maximum 
mean cut, the PMMC algorithm, and a bad (nonterminating) algorithm, the Ad-Hoc 
algorithm. The seven possible approaches in Section 4 have (so far) yielded five 
polynomial algorithms: our PMMC (and its variants in [30]), Iwano et al.% plain 
binary search and approximate binary search algorithms [18], and Megiddo’s two 
parametric search algorithms [25,26]. Which of these five is likely to be best? 
First, PMMC and Megiddo’s algorithms are the only maximum mean cut algo- 
rithms we know with a strongly polynomial bound. Megiddo’s algorithms have much 
slower time bounds than PMMC, which is reasonable since they are solving a more 
general problem (see below). Furthermore, the O(log(nU)) bound on PMMC’s 
iterations makes it unlikely that PMMC will actually exhibit its O(n) worst-case 
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behavior in practice (Radzik’s worst-case examples [30] involves huge data, as they 
must). McCormick and Liu [24] report on some computational experience with 
PMMC. They find that for the problems they tested, when averaged over the 
iterations of a “dual cancel and exact tighten” algorithm, the number of min cut 
iterations is very small. For example, for NETGEN benchmark problem 39 [22], 
which has 5000 nodes and 15000 arcs, the average number of PMMC iterations was 
only 6.03. 
A problem with the binary search algorithms in [lS, 231 is that their O(log(nU)) 
upper bounds on number of iterations are also lower bounds, so that Q(log(nU)) 
iterations must be taken to verify optimality. In contrast, PMMC’s O(log(nU)) 
iteration bound is likely to be very small in practice, as is seen in [24]. On the other 
hand, PMMC must do its min cut computations in general max flow networks 
(although successive networks are closely related, a fact that can be used to advantage 
in practice [24]), whereas the approximate binary search algorithm does min cut in 
a network whose flow value is at most m. This potentially makes the min cut 
subroutine in approximate binary search significantly faster and simpler than the one 
in PMMC. 
It is not clear that any of these three algorithms is the ultimate way to compute 
maximum mean cuts. Thus an important open question is whether there is a faster 
algorithm for computing maximum mean cuts than PMMC or approximate binary 
search. Any savings we could gain here would directly reduce the running time of the 
Maximum Mean Cut Cancelling algorithm for MCNF (see [7]). The ideal would be 
an O(MC(m, n)) maximum mean cut algorithm, which is nearly attained by approx- 
imate binary search (and by Radzik’s [30] variation of PMMC). 
Since PMMC works via a parametric max flow problem, one might hope that the 
O(MF(m, n)) parametric max flow algorithm in [S] would apply here. However, the 
“crossing cuts” example in Section 4.1 shows that it would take a major generalization 
of the GGT model for it to cover maximum mean cuts. However, at least the O(n) 
bound on the number of cuts encountered is attainable without a noncrossing result 
as shown by Radzik [30]. 
A dimmer possibility is to find an interior algorithm (a variant of Ad-Hoc) with 
a better polynomial bound than PMMC. Indeed, any$nite bound on a purely interior 
algorithm would be interesting. 
We see two theoretical issues here. The first is suggested by our “manufacturing 
plants” example in Section 2. Suppose that instead of each arc (truck route) being 
equally likely, the probability of a truck on arc i + j on any given day is proportional 
to a weight wij > 0. This would lead to defining w(S, T) = Ci_je(s,T)~ij, and re- 
defining v(S, T) = V(S, T)/w(S, T) (the dual analogue of the minimum cost-to-time 
ratio cycle problem in [4]). Can a maximum mean-weight cut be computed in strongly 
polynomial time? 
Megiddo [25] answers this question in the affirmative as follows: The main theorem 
in [25] says that any ratio problem can be solved in 0(T(n)2) time on an instance of 
size n if the “Lagrange-ified” version (like (10)) can be solved in O(T(n)) time. The 
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network g(6) in Section 3 can easily be generalized by setting 
l(S)ij = lij - ~Wij, U(6)ij = Uij + 6Wij 
(compare to (11)). Then everything goes through as before, yielding an O(MC(m, n)‘) 
algorithm for maximum mean-weight cut. The slightly better bound (in most cases) of 
0(n2 log’ nMC(m, n)) results from Megiddo refining his method in [26]. Radzik [31] 
has analyzed how PMMC carries over to the weighted case, and discovers that it runs 
in O(mMC(m, n)) time, beating Megiddo’s bounds. 
Second, all along we have interpreted the phrase “find a maximum mean cut” to 
include the assumption that v* > 0. What happens if we drop this assumption? If all 
Iij < uij, then we could easily increase all /ij and decrease all uij by the same amount 
until we had lij = Uij for at least one i -+ j. This operation corresponds to letting v* be 
negative by the amount of change in the bounds. Thus this question is interesting 
mainly in the case that some lij equals some Uij. This has purely theoretical interest 
since we see no applications that would involve a negative I/*, and we suspect that the 
problem becomes NP-complete in this case (this has apparently been proved by Rote 
~321). 
Finally, note that these last two questions apply equally well to the minimum mean 
cycle problem. The first question (finding a minimum mean-weight cycle) has an 
O(n3 log’ n) algorithm given by Megiddo [26]. This same algorithm works regardless 
of whether the optimal minimum mean-weight cycle value is positive or negative, so it 
answers the second question as well. 
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